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a b s t r a c t
The complete nucleotide sequence of both genomic (+)ss RNAs of a rhubarb isolate of Cherry leaf roll virus
(CLRV) was determined. The larger RNA1 is 7918 nucleotides and the shorter RNA2 6360 nucleotides
in size, each genome component comprising a single open reading frame (ORF). The RNA1-encoded
polyprotein (P1) is 2112 amino acids long (235.6 kDa) containing domains characteristic for a proteinasecofactor (PCo), nucleotide-binding helicase (Hel), genome-linked protein (VPg), proteinase (Pro), and an
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Pol). The RNA2-encoded polyprotein (P2) has a molecular mass of
174.9 kDa (1589 aa) encoding the putative movement protein (MP) and the coat protein (CP) of CLRV.
The genome region upstream of the MP has a coding capacity of 77 kDa, however processing of P2 by the
putative virus-encoded proteinase and protein-function encoded by this region is unknown. Furthermore,
it could be demonstrated that the 5′ -termini including the N-terminal region (208 aa) of P1 and P2 of the
rhubarb isolate of CLRV are nearly identical among the two genome segments.
The taxonomic position of CLRV as member of the genus Nepovirus was confirmed by phylogenetic
analyses employing the amino acid sequences of the conserved Pro-Pol region of RNA1, the complete P2,
and the CP. However, clustering of Nepovirus-species according to allocated subgroups was inconsistent
and depended on the compared genome fragment.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV) was reported for the first time in the
1930s in English walnut (Juglans regia L.) and sweet cherry (Prunus
avium L.). Since then, numerous CLRV-infected plant species have
been recorded worldwide revealing its wide natural host range
which comprises at least 18 genera of broad-leaved trees and
shrubs as well as a variety of herbaceous plants (summarized in
Büttner et al., 2011). The virus has been reported to infect rhubarb
(Rheum rhabarbarum L.) in the United Kingdom (Scott et al., 1992;
Tomlinson and Walkey, 1967) and has been repeatedly detected
in plants in Germany exhibiting chloroses and ringspots on leaves
(Rebenstorf, 2005). Available partial sequences of certain CLRV isolates mostly representing 3′ -proximal regions of the genomic RNA1
or RNA2 together with morphological and biological characteristics
of the virus have led to the classification as a nepovirus, subgroup
C within the newly established family Secoviridae (Sanfacon et al.,
2009) of the order Picornavirales (Le Gall et al., 2008). Until now,
3 genomes of members of the subgroup C nepoviruses have been
completely sequenced, i.e. Tomato ringspot virus (ToRSV, Rott et al.,
1991a, 1995), Blackcurrant reversion virus (BRV, Latvala-Kilby and
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Lehto, 1999; Pacot-Hiriart et al., 2001), and Grapevine Bulgarian
latent virus (GBLV, Elbeaino et al., 2011) showing that the available
molecular information of this subgroup is still limited.
Here, we report the complete sequence of a rhubarb isolate of
Cherry leaf roll virus. The CLRV isolate E395 was originally obtained
in 1987 from rhubarb (Rheum rhabarbarum) collected in Bornheim
(Germany) by transmission to biotest plants. The virus isolate was
propagated in Chenopodium quinoa (L.), which was also used as
source material for the purification of virus particles by adaption
of a protocol of Wood (1998). Purified viral particles were used for
construction of a random primed cDNA-library followed by PCRamplification according to Froussard (1992). PCR-products were
cloned applying standard protocols (Sambrook et al., 1989). Plasmids containing cDNA-inserts above 1000 bp were selected and
sequenced using a “BigDye® Terminator v1.1 Ready Reaction Cycle
Sequencing Kit” applying standard protocols and an ABI PRISM®
310 Genetic Analyzer from Applied Biosystems (USA). Received
sequences were subjected to a nucleotide database search using
Nucleotide BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990). cDNA-clones exhibiting
significant identities to partial sequences of other CLRV isolates or
related nepoviruses in the database were completely sequenced
by primer walking. Gaps between non-overlapping cDNA-library
clones were closed by RT-PCR using new primers based on received
sequence data and information of available CLRV isolates in the
NCBI database. In order to sequence the 3′ non-coding regions
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the genome organization of Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV). Numbers above the genome segments of the virus indicate nucleotide
positions including beginning and end of the open reading frames. Nearly identical N-terminal regions among the first 635 nucleotides between both genome components
are indicated by a striped box. Boxes represent RNA1- and RNA2-encoded polyproteins with predicted cleavage sites (Q/S) at respective positions including putative function
and molecular mass of mature proteins. (B) Putative cleavage sites of the polyproteins 1 and 2 by the RNA1-encoded 3C-like proteinase of the rhubarb isolate of CLRV as
predicted by NetPicoRNA 1.0. Calculated cleavage (clve) and surface probabilities (surface) of the respective peptides are indicated as well as cleavage between the conserved
amino acids glutamine (Q) and serine (S). Small, hydrophobic amino acids conserved in position -2 are given in bold.

(NCRs) specific for viral RNA1 and RNA2, respectively, the universal
CLRV primer RW1 (Werner et al., 1997) was applied in cDNAsynthesis. Segment specific 3′ NCRs were amplified by combination
of RW1 with a forward primer located within the Pol-coding region
of RNA1 or the CP-coding region of RNA2, respectively. Either
the 5′ RACE-PCR system (Roche Diagnostics, Germany) or inverse
PCR (Ochman et al., 1990) was used for determination of the 5′ termini of viral RNA1 and RNA2. At least a 2 fold-coverage of the
CLRV genome was achieved by independently amplified fragments.
In case of sequence inconsistencies which might be attributed
to PCR or sequencing artifacts, a third fragment was generated
and sequenced. Complete nucleotide and protein sequences were
assembled in BioEdit 7.0.9.0 (Hall, 1999) and aligned with ClustalX
2.0 (Larkin et al., 2007) applying default parameters.
The genome of CLRV is composed of two (+) single stranded
RNA species as confirmed by sequence analysis. RNA1 of CLRVE395 is 7918 nucleotides in length (EMBL ID: FR851461), RNA2 is
6360 nucleotides long (EMBL ID: FR851462). Sequences reported
here exclude the last two nucleotides of the 3′ non-coding region
as well as the polyA-tail. However, the presence of the ultimate
3′ -terminus of the CLRV genomic RNAs was confirmed for the isolate. The 3′ -terminus including the polyA-tail was amplified by
RT-PCR using M4T and M4-primer (Chen et al., 2001) in combination with RW2 (Werner et al., 1997), and subsequently sequenced
(data not shown). As products amplified with these primers are
not specific for one of the genomic RNAs of CLRV, the ultimate 3′ terminal nucleotides including the polyA-tail were not included in
the sequence annotation.
RNA1 of CLRV encodes a single ORF in frame 3 with a length of
6339 nucleotides (Fig. 1). The first potential initiation codon of the
sequence at position 12–14 is the only in frame start codon in a
heptamer AAAAUGG context, which is optimal for translation initiation in dicotyledonous plants (Pesole et al., 2000), and known
to enhance translation in eukaryotic cells when containing an A in
position −3, and a G in position +4 (Kozak, 2005). Assuming that

translation begins at this first AUG, the translated product of CLRVRNA1 is a polyprotein precursor comprising 2112 amino acids with
a calculated Mr of 235,600. RNA2 of CLRV encodes one large ORF
in frame 3 with a length of 4770 nucleotides. Corresponding to
viral RNA1 we assume that translation of RNA2 is initiated at the
first AUG, because of sequence identity of the 5′ -terminal regions
of both genome components. The P2 encoded by CLRV-RNA2 is a
polypeptide of 1589 amino acids with a calculated Mr of 174,900.
Putative cleavage sites within polyprotein 1 (P1) and polyprotein 2
(P2) by the virus-3C-like proteinase were predicted by alignment
of CLRV and ToRSV, the latter containing experimentally confirmed
cleavage sites (Carrier et al., 2001; Chisholm et al., 2001; Wang
et al., 1999; Wang and Sanfacon, 2000). Identified sites were further
examined by the program NetPicoRNA1.0 (Blom et al., 1996) using
the settings for the 3C-like proteinase of the genus Aphthovirus
affiliated to the family Picornaviridae. The proteinase recognition
sites confirmed for ToRSV are correlating with the analysis of the
cleavage sites predicted for the putative proteinase encoded by the
rhubarb isolate of CLRV. For P1 they were found to be positioned
in good accordance with experimentally confirmed proteinase
cleavage sites reported for ToRSV. On the contrary, cleavage sites
predicted in P2 of CLRV are less corresponding with the equivalent
polypeptide sequence of ToRSV. This is partly due to the different
size of P2 which is 175 kDa in case of CLRV and was reported to be
207 kDa for ToRSV (Rott et al., 1991a). However, the Q/S cleavage
site between the RNA2-encoded MP and CP was experimentally
confirmed by Scott et al. (1993) for another CLRV isolate derived
from birch. It may be worth mentioning that with the exception of
the putative cleavage site between X1 and PCo valine, leucine, or
alanine is found in position -2 adjacent to all cleavage sites of P1 and
P2 of CLRV postulated here (Fig. 1B). Such small hydrophobic amino
acids were found to be critical for the recognition of the cleavage
site by the ToRSV-encoded proteinase (Carrier et al., 1999). However, additional investigations are required to clarify the processing
of the polyproteins by the CLRV-encoded 3C-like proteinase.
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P1 of CLRV contains a proteinase cofactor domain (PCo,
Rott et al., 1995), adjacent is a putative helicase (Hel) containing a nucleoside triphosphate-binding protein-domain (NTB,
Gorbalenya et al., 1989a), followed by the genome-linked viral protein (VPg, Hellen and Cooper, 1987), a proteinase (Pro, Gorbalenya
et al., 1989b) and the viral replicase (Pol, Koonin and Dolja, 1993)
as displayed in Fig. 1A. The N-terminal 395 aa upstream of the PCo
domain of CLRV P1 do not contain a sequence motif recognized
by blastp or affiliated programs. However, it displays some similarities to the 5′ -proximal-coding regions of the other subgroup C
nepoviruses ToRSV and BRV, respectively. The N-terminal amino
acid stretch of CLRV P1 is rich in alanine residues (54 out of 395
amino acids, 13.7%). This result also corresponds to observations
reported from the other subgroup C nepoviruses ToRSV (Wang and
Sanfacon, 2000) and BRV (Latvala-Kilby and Lehto, 1999).
The characteristic amino acid motif of the putative viral
proteinase cofactor (PCo) previously identified among other
nepoviruses (Rott et al., 1995 and references therein) is located
between positions F396 and E460 of P1 of CLRV. It was demonstrated
by Zhang and Sanfacon (2006) that the corresponding region (X2)
of ToRSV is highly hydrophobic and contains several transmembrane helices targeting the protein to the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER). Considerable amounts (35.3%) of hydrophobic amino acids
are also present in the putative PCo (S365 –Q520 , 17 kDa) of CLRVE395 and are predominantly located near the C-terminal part of
the protein. The Hel domain present in CLRV P1 between position G704 and N802 indicates that the putative protein (S521 –Q1121 ,
68 kDa) belongs to helicase superfamily III (Gorbalenya et al., 1990;
Koonin and Dolja, 1993). The protein is involved in NTP-binding and
hydrolysis (Le Gall et al., 2008). Specific 3C-like proteinase recognition sequences Q1121 /S and Q1150 /S within P1 of CLRV predicted
by NetPicoRNA correspond to cleavage sites confirmed for ToRSV
flanking the VPg region. The consensus sequence for nepoviral VPgproteins postulated by Mayo and Fritsch (1994) is also present
within the putative VPg-coding region of the Cherry leaf roll virus
RNA1. However, with the exception of the characteristic tyrosine
residue, the motif is poorly conserved within the putative VPgs
of investigated subgroup C nepoviruses CLRV, ToRSV, BRV, GBLV,
Peach rosette mosaic virus (PRMV), and Artichocke yellow ringspot
virus (AYRSV). Downstream of the Y1133 included in the putative
VPg of CLRV-E395 several arginine residues are alternating with
hydrophobic amino acids supporting the observation of Thompson
et al. (2002) that basic amino acids which are surrounded by bulky
hydrophobic residues are often found in nepovirus-encoded VPgs.
The putative VPg of the rhubarb isolate of CLRV consists of 29 amino
acids with a calculated molecular mass of 3.3 kDa which is in good
accordance with the molecular mass of 3.5 kDa of the VPg of a
birch isolate of CLRV estimated by denaturating PAGE by Hellen and
Cooper (1987). Notably, the VPg-coding region of CLRV-E395 isolate
shared 90.8% identity on nucleotide level with the VPg of a recently
sequenced CLRV fragment covering over 4000 nucleotides of the
3′ terminal region of RNA1 originating from nasturtium (accession
no. GU167974, Marais et al., 2010) and is perfectly conserved in
the amino acid sequence. The putative 3C-like proteinase of CLRV
is located downstream of the VPg. It is most probable released from
the P1 precursor protein between positions Q1150 /S and Q1391 /S
yielding a mature protein of 27 kDa. The catalytic triad which is
part of the conserved domain of viral cysteine proteases described
by Gorbalenya et al. (1989b) is present in the putative Pro of the
CLRV-E395 isolate (H1192 , E1240 , and C1345 ). A second histidine in
the Pro domain has been shown to be essential for substrate specificity of the ToRSV proteinase (Hans and Sanfacon, 1995). It is also
conserved within the RNA1-encoded putative viral proteinase of
the rhubarb isolate of CLRV (H1363 ). However, the Pro domain of this
isolate is imperfectly conserved, because of a G to N substitution at
position 1355, which applies also for the nasturtium isolate of CLRV.

Thus, this residue is probably not essential for enzymatic activity or
specific substrate recognition of 3C-like proteinases of picorna-like
viruses (Le Gall et al., 2008). Further, the Pro-coding region of CLRV
isolates exhibit high sequence conservation of 90.4% on nucleotide
and 97.0% identity on protein level. The Pol-coding regions of CLRV
originating from rhubarb and nasturtium are less conserved than
the Pro-coding regions. The 2166 nucleotide long sequence of the
rhubarb isolate of CLRV, most probably yielding a mature protein of
81 kDa after cleavage at position Q1391 /S, shows 87.6% nucleotide
identity to the corresponding region of the virus isolated from nasturtium resulting in 95.5% identity at the protein level. Conserved
regions spanning motifs I to VIII of the RdRp, as defined by Koonin
and Dolja (1993), are present in the RNA-encoded P1 of isolate
E395 and are well conserved between both CLRV-variants. In the
rhubarb isolate the domains are located between positions E1593
and S1868 . The conserved peptide KxE in motif I, the core sequence
B comprised in motif V, and the core sequence YGDD in a strong
hydrophobic context in motif VI confirm that the putative Polcoding region of CLRV contains a RNA-dependent-RNA polymerase
(RdRP) of the supergroup I characteristic for members belonging to the order Picornavirales (Le Gall et al., 2008 and references
within).
Protein blast of the N-terminal region of P2 of CLRV (253 aa)
reveals a low similarity to the N-terminus of the P1 polyprotein encoded by the RNA1 of BRV (score 43.5, E value 0.01). The
amino acid sequence between M359 and E419 downstream of the
N-terminus of CLRV P2 produced 46% amino acid identity in blastp
to the repeat region in the X4-protein of the polyprotein encoded
by ToRSV-RNA2. Sequence alignment of the X4-protein of three
different ToRSV isolates with the equivalent region of the CLRVRNA2-encoded polyprotein confirmed that a short stretch of 30
amino acids (L390 to E419 ) is conserved in all four sequences.
Notably, this conserved stretch is part of a repetitive amino acid
sequence found in the ToRSV-X4 protein (Jafarpour and Sanfacon,
2009), but it is not duplicated within the CLRV P2 sequence. The
motif described for MPs of nepoviruses by Mushegian (1994) containing a conserved proline in a hydrophobic context is also present
in the putative MP of the rhubarb-isolate of CLRV (P915 ). The
equivalent region of CLRV P2 (S693 –Q1077 , 41 kDa) shows closest
relationship to the putative MP of ToRSV exhibiting 58.1% amino
acid identity. Therefore, we conclude that this polypeptide represents the MP of CLRV; however, its biological function as well
as the exact size of the mature MP of CLRV needs experimental
confirmation. The only region recognized by the blastp affiliated
CDD-database (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2009) is the coat protein of
nepoviruses located at the C-terminus consisting of three domains
forming a characteristic pseudo T = 3 icosahedral capsid structure
(Le Gall et al., 2008). In accordance with previous studies carried
out by Pallas et al. (1991) and Zhou et al. (1998) who investigated several walnut strains of CLRV, the CP-coding region of the
rhubarb isolate of CLRV is 1536 nucleotides long encoding 512 aa.
The resulting Mr of 56,340 of the capsid protein of the rhubarb isolate correlates well with the molecular mass of 56 kDa previously
reported for the other CLRV isolates.
Sequence conservation of the 5′ -proximal region as well as
the 3′ -terminus of the genomic RNAs of CLRV-isolate E395
was investigated by northern blot analysis using E395-specific
digoxigenin-labeled probes targeting the terminal regions. In parallel, an RNA1- as well as an RNA2-specific probe was developed.
Hybridization of probes to total nucleic acid preparations from
CLRV-infected C. quinoa plants under stringent conditions confirmed the sequence duplication between both genomic RNAs of
the rhubarb isolate of CLRV (Fig. 2). As expected, the probes targeting the genomic region between nucleotides 579 and 814 of
RNA1 and RNA2, respectively, were specific for one genomic RNA of
CLRV. These findings correspond to the sequence analysis of both
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Fig. 2. Determination of sequence duplication between the 5′ - and 3′ -terminal regions of CLRV genome segments by northern blots. (A) Overview of CLRV-specific DNAprobes including their position and size. (B) Northern blot of total RNA extracted from CLRV-E395 infected (lanes 3, 5, 7, 9) and healthy (lanes 4, 6, 8, 10) Chenopodium quinoa
leaves. Loading control of total RNA obtained from CLRV-infected (lane 1) and healthy (lane 2) plants are displayed in the agarose gel prior to blotting using the 1 kb ladder
(M, Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany) as size marker. Genomic regions targeted by the probes are indicated below the blots.

genomic RNAs of CLRV-E395. The first 635 nucleotides of the 5′ termini of CLRV-RNA1 and -RNA2 are nearly identical exhibiting
84.7% sequence identity on nucleotide level. The stretch includes
the 11 nucleotides of the 5′ NCRs which are perfectly conserved

among both genomic RNAs. Notably, the short 5′ NCRs of CLRV also
contain the complete consensus sequence reported for nepoviruses
by Fuchs et al. (1989). The coding region of the ORFs exhibits 88.9%
identity among the first 208 amino acids of RNA1-encoded P1 and

Fig. 3. Phylogenetic trees were inferred from amino acid sequence alignments of the Pro-Pol region starting at the domain containing the CG-motif of the proteinase and
ending with domain VI including the GDD motif of the polymerase as proposed by Le Gall et al. (2008) (left), the coat-protein (CP) region covering the three conserved
N-terminal, central and C-terminal domains (middle), and the full length polyprotein (P2) encoded by RNA2 of members of the genus nepovirus. Neighbor-joining trees were
generated with ClustalX 2.0 including bootstrap analysis with 1000 repetitions. Nodes supported by bootstrap values above 80% are shown as black dots; values between
70% and 79% are represented by open circles. Nepovirus subgroups A, B, and C are indicated on the right side of each tree. The scale bar of 0.05 represents 5 amino acid
substitutions per 100 amino acids of the aligned sequences, and 0.1 indicates 10 substitutions per 100 amino acids respectively. Virus acronyms for Arabis mosaic virus (ArMV),
Artichocke yellow ringspot virus (AYRSV), Beet ringspot virus (BRSV), Blackcurrant reversion virus (BRV), Blueberry leaf mottle virus (BLMV), Cycas necrotic stunt virus (CNSV),
Grapevine Anatolian ringspot virus (GARSV), Grapevine Bulgarian latent virus (GBLV), Grapevine chrome mosaic virus (GCMV), Grapevine deformation virus (GDefV), Grapevine
fanleaf virus (GFLV), Olive latent ringspot virus (OLRSV), Peach rosette mosaic virus (PRMV), Raspberry ringspot virus (RpRSV), Tobacco black ring virus (TBRV), Tobacco ringspot
virus (TRSV), Tomato ringspot virus (ToRSV) are shown with their respective GenBank accession numbers. Cowpea mosaic comovirus (CPMV) was used as outgroup.
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RNA2-encoded P2 of CLRV. Such sequence duplication between the
N-termini of P1 and P2 has also been described for the subgroup C
nepovirus ToRSV by Rott et al. (1991b), but was neither found in the
completed genomes of BRV nor GBLV. An additional approx. 1.6 kb
fragment detected by the probe targeting the 3′ NCR of CLRV was
already described by Brooks and Bruening (1995) as subgenomic
RNA2 containing the complete 3′ non-coding region of the virus.
Comparing the 3′ non-coding regions of the rhubarb isolate of
CLRV, the RNA1-3′ NCR (1568 nt) being slightly shorter than the 3′
NCR of RNA2 (1579 nt), also revealed a very high degree of sequence
conservation of 98.6%. This is in accordance with findings reported
by Scott et al. (1992) who showed that both genomic 3′ NCRs of a
CLRV-birch isolate (I2 ) were nearly identical (98%) and also exhibited considerable sequence conservation with another CLRV isolate
obtained from rhubarb (R25). Additionally, Borja et al. (1995) analyzed the 3′ NCRs of a CLRV isolate obtained from walnut (W8)
and also showed that the 3′ -proximal untranslated regions are
of similar length and highly conserved exhibiting 99.5% sequence
identity.
Taxonomic position of Cherry leaf roll virus within the genus
Nepovirus was investigated addressing the conserved Pro-Pol
region of RNA1 as the most suitable region to determine taxonomic positions between Picorna-like viruses as suggested by
Le Gall et al. (2008). Additionally, the more variable P2 including the CP cistron encoded by RNA2 was used for comparison
(Fig. 3). Phylogenetic analyses were carried out using the neighborjoining algorithm included in the program ClustalX 2.0. The
neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree constructed from the conserved domains of the CP among members of the genus Nepovirus
confirmed the current taxonomic position of CLRV within subgroup C. Both CLRV-isolates obtained from rhubarb and birch,
respectively, clustered as a sister group of ToRSV, BRV, Blueberry leaf mottle virus (BLMV), and GBLV. All CP coding regions
of species included in subgroup C exhibit low amino acid identities between 22.6% and 25.0%. This clade was clearly separated
from the other members of the nepoviruses representing subgroups A and B, respectively being supported by bootstrap values
above 70%. However, the CP-derived tree and the phylogram
based on the alignment of the RNA1-encoded P1 between the
“CG” domain of the 3C-like proteinase and the “GDD” containing domain VI of the Pol showed incongruent results. While
CLRV-sequences were again grouped with ToRSV (48.8–49.3% aa
identity between the two virus species), BRV, GBLV, and Artichoke yellow ringspot virus (AYRSV) clustered in a distinct group
together with four nepovirus species assorted to subgroup A
(GFLV, ArMV, TRSV, RpRSV), and Peach rosette mosaic virus (PRMV,
subgroup C). Only subgroup B species formed a distinct lineage
supported by significant bootstrap values. This was confirmed
by comparison of the complete P2 encoded by RNA2 showing
that the phylogenetic cluster of subgroup C nepoviruses was no
longer maintained. Thus the most conserved Pro-Pol sequence
as well as the more variable complete P2 emphasized the diversity among members of the genus. The incongruent clustering
among species belonging to the nepoviruses have been previously reported by Sanfacon et al. (2009) leading to the conclusion
that this genus needs revision and may be split up into separate
genera.
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